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FROM THE EDITOR

WEAVERS, CUTTERS &
HOOTERS
JACK WOODALL
This is not about the tailoring trade, nor
the bosomy waitresses of the eponymous American restaurant chain, but
about traffic – motor traffic, that is – and
the primitive tribes that lurk in the lanes
of the clogged arteries of the Marvellous
City.
We have all been traumatized by the
Weavers, those drivers who dash past
you on the inside lane, then immediately cross over to the fast lane to get
ahead, crossing back into the slower
lane to take advantage of a small gap
which they practically scrape through,
totally ignoring the speed limit in their
haste to get to wherever they are going.
We half wish they would get their comeuppance trying to slip through a gap
that closed too fast – as long as the car
they hit wasn’t ours, and didn’t block
our own, more decorous transit.
Motorcyclists, particularly the motoboys
who deliver everything from documents
to pizza and Chinese take-out, are some
of the worst Weavers, hurtling past on
both sides and giving you a dirty look as
if it was your fault when they hit your
wing mirror.
The Cutters are even more annoying;
they are the ones that speed past us in

the fast lane, then cut in across our
bows to take the exit just ahead.
Couldn’t they have waited just 2 seconds, to cross behind us? Probably not
– there was most likely a tailgater right
behind us and the Cutter driver reckoned we were the softer touch and
would give way.

I swear they have
their brains in
their left elbows!
Then there are the Hooters. One definition of a nanosecond is the time
between the light turning green and the
car behind hooting at you to get going.
Try to drop off a passenger in front of a
shop or their home – your car door is
open, the passenger hasn’t even got a
leg out, and a horn is blaring behind
you to move on. When you are scrupulously observing the speed limit on the
highway – you do, don’t you? -- there’s
sure to be somebody behind you leaning on their horn or flashing their lights
at you to move over and let them pass.
Some people have no patience and no
common courtesy.
It takes very little to provoke an acci-
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dent and cause a traffic jam in Rio.
There are 30 accidents or breakdowns a
day in the Rebouças tunnels alone,
mostly due, I’m sure, to these tribesmen
and women.
A very primitive tribe lives on the road
to Araras, which forks off the BR-40
about the level of Petropolis, up in the
hills behind Rio. The road meanders
away into the interior, where the only
service station used to be a general
store that sold petrol by the litre in
empty Coca-Cola bottles. Bikers travel
the bumpy, winding rural route without
licence plates, because the police hardly ever go there -- and I swear they have
their brains in their left elbows! Why do
I think that? Well, they carry their crash
helmets slung on the crook of their left
elbows, which are clearly more precious
to them than their heads – so that’s
where their brains must be. No, wait –
perhaps that’s where their family jewels
are?
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Carol Singers, Christ Church

Nativity scene, Christ Church

• Christ Church Carol
Service. This traditional
service on 12th December was, as always, a
delight to participate in.
It included a Nativity
scene by the children
and ended with Hark, the
Herald Angels sung by
candlelight. Afterwards,
all enjoyed mince pies
and refreshments in the
Jubilee Hall.
• Farewell to the Wellers.
The Reverends David
and Susan Weller conducted their last service
in Christ Church on
Sunday 26th December,
and a farewell party for
them was held on 29th
December. They left Rio,
after six years devoted service, on 1st January, to take on a
parish in Birmingham. They and their vivacious daughter
Rachel, will be greatly missed. Until the new Vicar arrives,
the parish will be looked after by a locum, who is to arrive
shortly. Watch the Christ Church space for details.

AroundRio

Ruy Wanderley

• SCM Christmas Concert &
Messiah Sing-along. The
Christmas concert on 6th
December with music from
the Bach family was a success,
with David Chew’s Rio Strings
and Ruy Wanderley conducting in his 25th year with the
Society for Choral Music.
Likewise, the traditional
Messiah Sing-along on 13th
December was well attended,
with everybody lustily joining
in their favourite choruses,
capped of course by the
Hallelujah Chorus.

The Wellers, David, Susan and Rachel, have been at the
Christ Church vicarage for six years. In that time they have
spread nothing but love and compassion in the English
speaking community of Rio. The congregation in Christ
Church has grown, and the Wellers have participated
actively in all community societies and groups, apart from
also getting to know Brazil pretty well. The Rio Chaplain's
job is not an easy one, and that is why the process of choosing a replacement is such an involved and careful process.
Apart from the church community in Rio and Niteroi, the
Chaplain is an important member of many committees and
societies, including the Royal British Legion, the BCS, the
Niteroi Rest Home, the Burial Fund, the British School,
and many others. The Rev David Weller has fulfilled his
commitments nobly in all areas of the community, fully
supported by his wife and daughter, and we shall miss
them. We wish them Godspeed, and success in their new
parish in the UK.

Send articles with photos for publication in AroundRio at <the.umbrella@terra.com.br>
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are empowered to make decisions
about certain Society matters, while
referring others, as appropriate and
necessary, for consideration by the
full Board. At any given Society
event, there are almost always several
members of the Executive Committee present, so please take the
time to introduce yourself and say
hello if you don’t already know them
(or even if you do!).

and more...

BRITISH & COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY

In between, depending on popular
demand, there may be a Commonwealth Party and more illustrated talks
midweek by interesting speakers.

Raffle Sales: It All Went To
Charity

Note that in line with the practice of
sister Societies, entrance fees for nonmembers of the BCS will be substantially higher than for members.

Membership Fee Discount

Cutting the Queen’s birthday cake, 2010

Standard BCS membership for 2011
is R$90 for Single and R$130 for
Family – BUT if you pay before 31st
March, you can get it for R$70 Single
100 Family. Please get your boleto
from the website <www.bcsrio.org.br>
to pay.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
Ring In The New
Neville Thorley & the Midnight Hour with Robin
Brown, Beatles 50th/BCS 70th Anniversary Party
2010

New President David Huffard

Father Christmas, Christmas party 2010

Forthcoming Events
In January, the BCS goes into
aestivation -- that’s the opposite of
hibernation, it’s when desert animals
hole up in the shade until the worst
of the hot season has passed. But
mark your new calendars with the
following, not-to-be-missed events:
Queen’s Birthday – Saturday 4th June
Beatles Night – Saturday 24th September (date depending on availability
of musicians)
Christmas Party – Saturday 10th
December
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At the American Society Rio Board
of Governors’ monthly meeting in
December, the following members
were elected as officers to serve on
the Board’s Executive Committee for
calendar year 2011:
• President: David Huffard
• 1st Vice President: George
Yapuncich
• 2nd Vice President: Vanica Royster
• 3rd Vice President: Kathleen
Coogan
• Treasurer: Jim Kappler
• Secretary: Stephanie Rabang
The Executive Committee is the
principal body charged with the
Society’s administration. Its members
are, in turn, active on various other
committees of the organization and

Christina Mazurkevich and Cindy Garvin
decorating tree at Casa Maternal Mello Mattos

The American Society Rio Board of
Governors is extremely proud to
announce that proceeds from our two
2010 raffle sales (for our America’s
Day event in May and last weekend’s
Holiday Eggnog Party), as well as
those that came from this year’s
Happy Hours and Speaker Series,
brought in a grand total of
R$10.350,00 this year. As we’ve been
reporting in recent editions of your
Community Notebook, this amount
is being distributed equally among
our three designated charities for
2010: Instituto Central do Povo, Casa
Maternal Mello Mattos and Centro
Comunitário da Rocinha. Actually, to
make it a nice round number, the
Board approved the addition of
another R$150, which will allow each
charity to receive a contribution of
R$3.500. To all who bought raffle
tickets or made donations at our
events this year, please accept our
heartfelt thanks together with those
of the worthy organizations your
generosity helped to support. We’d
like to extend special thanks to
Society member Kathy Boss who sold
more raffle tickets (for the Holiday
Eggnog Party drawing) than anyone
we can think of within recent

space limitations prohibit us from
mentioning them all. For those who
paid to take a chance, but didn’t win,
remember that your money went to
support good causes in the
community. And don’t fret, as we’ll
be offering more opportunities to
win big in 2011!
Marion Way, Michael Royster, David Huffard,
Morgan Jackson leading the Christmas carol songs

Mark Bures, his wife & daughter Isabella with
Santa Claus

memory. We imagine that several of
the tickets she sold may well have
come up winners (for more on that,
read on).

And The Winners Were…
Speaking (as we just were) of the
Holiday Eggnog Party raffle, after
shaking up the tickets good and
proper for the drawing, here’s how it
all shook out:
• New Hope won a tote bag from
Brasilazy
• Rita Farias won a gigantic “pufe”
from Brasilazy
• Gloria Howard won a ceramic
piece from Luiz Salvador
• Daniel de Souza won a stone bird
from Ledoux Jewelry
• Brian Schwanitz won an amethyst
necklace from Amsterdam Sauer
• Greg Stewart won a wristwatch
from Amsterdam Sauer
• Darlene Honeycutt won a weekend
getaway at the Cachoeira Inn Búzios
(By the way, we were pleased by this
bit of luck as it was a good way to
show our appreciation to Darlene for
making sure that our Thanksgiving
Day Dinner this past November was
fully stocked with cranberry sauce.
We’re not certain what the cran
allowance is on the airlines these
days but, boy, do those cans add
weight to one’s luggage!)
• Pam Nixon won a 4-night stay for 2
at Club Med Rio das Pedras, and
• Linda Hampshire won the Grand
Prize, a roundtrip airfare voucher to
the continental United States, from
American Airlines.
Several other prizes were handed out
to several more happy people, but

<www.americansocietyrio.org> and click
on About Us and, then, select Star
Card.

ST ANDREW SOCIETY

corners
and more...

Epiphany!
Ladies, did the holiday season hustle
and bustle really wear you out? Are
you well and truly frazzled? Well, you
deserve an epiphany! And we just
happen to have one available! It’s the
next installment of American Society
Rio’s Ladies’ Night Out. We
(meaning those who lack the “Y”
chromosome) hold this event on the
first Thursday of every month, and
next up is Thursday, 6th January.
That’s called Epiphany in some
circles, and you can (perhaps?) have
your very own – but you probably
shouldn’t drive if you do. Relaxation
starts at 8:00 pm at Gula Gula, Av.
Henrique Dumont, 57 in Ipanema.
Your leading lady is Kathleen
Coogan, whom you will find in the
covered open-air bar area in the rear
of the restaurant. So, taxi on down to
Ipanema and raise a glass with all the
other ladies there!

2011 Memberships Are Now
Available… And So Are
Discounts!
Not only have 2011 American Society
Rio standard membership dues
remained unchanged from last year,
but the Board of Governors has also
approved some brand-new discounts!
The standard membership is still
R$100 for individuals and R$150 for
families. However, discounts are now
available for several classes of
members: Seniors (age 70 and over),
US consular staff, US military
personnel, and teachers at public,
private or language schools. More
information is readily available at
<www.americansocietyrio.org>.
Of course, membership has its
privileges. American Society Rio
members are always charged less at
our events than are non-members.
So, by joining (and paying) now,
you’ll be reaping the rewards just as
soon as the first fireworks light up
Copacabana Beach. Also, ALL
MEMBERS receive the Society’s Star
Card, which entitles you to discounts
at a growing list of local merchants.
To learn who’s giving what, just visit:
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'The Parting of Robert Burns and his Mary',
painted by Charles Lucy 1844

A Happy and Prosperous New Year
to all members and friends of the St.
Andrew Society world wide. Looking
back at the “year that’s awa’ ” we had
an excellent first experience of the
Marriott Hotel’s Scottish cuisine
back in March with the Taste of
Scotland on a wild and stormy night
in Rio reminiscent of the night Tam
O’ Shanter ventured forth from a
hostelry in Ayr “weel mounted on his grey
mare Meg…” We will certainly be
making the Marriott a regular venue
in the future, hopefully under much
improved weather conditions.
Talking of Tam O’ Shanter, right
now we’re preparing for another
event at a popular venue we used two
years ago. The “Burns Night” will take
place on 12th February in Suzan
Healey’s condominium party house,
set in a rustic area off Avenida das
Americas, Barra. In Rio, not only
have we dispensed with celebrating
this event on the exact date of Burns’
birthday, due to it being slap bang in
the middle of the summer holidays,
we have also discarded those long
winded speeches in unintelligible
18th century Lowland Scots. Our
unique Burns night goes straight
into “sangs and clatter” mode, from
the off, in a manner that Rantin Rovin
Robin -- the Bonnie Bard himself -would have thoroughly approved.
For eating, there will be a similar
selection of top quality home-made
Scottish fare, just like we had at the Taste
of Scotland event last year, plus, for the
faint hearted, a churrasco. For your
entertainment, there will be pawky
Scottish humour à la Rabbie Burns,
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Scottish Country Dancing and disco
music for all. For quenching your thirst,
there will be a cash bar. For those lucky
enough, there will be raffle prizes to take
home. The space is limited to 100, so go
to <www.standrewrio.com.br> now to find out
how to get there. Make your reservation
with Suzan at <suzancarter@globo.com>
telephone 3410 2503 or 8121 5407.

and more...
This year will be the 25th Iain MacPhail
Band South American Tour. The São
Paulo Caledonian Ball will be on 1st
October and the Macae Ceilidh will be
on 8th October. The Iain MacPhail 25
Years Caledonian Ball will be held on
15th October in its traditional home of
the Copacabana Palace. The weekly
Scottish Country Dancing social
gatherings will begin on the first Tuesday
in April at the Paissandu Club. The
annual SAS x MOGA golf match will be
hosted by the St. Andrew Society at the
Teresópolis Golf Club, (date to be
confirmed) in late April or early May,
depending on the Club’s programme.

THE INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Membership Renewals
InC Membership Renewals are open
and your 2011 membership fees are
now due. Individual membership is
R$120 per calendar year; couples pay
R$180 per year. Seniors (over 65) are
half price. You may renew online, at
any InC event, or by contacting
membership@incrio.org.br.
.

WOMEN’S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION
We are very pleased to inform you that
thanks to the wonderful support
received from everyone and to the hard
work and dedication put into the event
by the WDA ladies, the Christmas
Bazaar was once again a great success.
and we were able to make donations to
a medical centre for those in need
(Ambulatorio Praia do Pinto), an

WDA Ladies
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orphanage (Santa Rita de Cassia in
Jacarepaguá), the Instituto Pro Criança
Cardíaca and to Christ Church.
As usual, our Giant Raffle was very
popular and the winning numbers were:
WDA RAFFLE 2010
1. Philips Home Theatre
1326
2. Weekend For Two - Copacabana
Palace
1515
3. Kit Of Bathroom Accessories –
Fabrimar
1247
4. Oil Painting - Olive Arantes
1631
5. Bristol Cream Sherry
1340
6. Dinner/Two Cipriani Restaurant
Copacabana Palace
1704
7. Fabrimar Viscaya Square Shower 740
8. Book – The Brazilian Table
1318
9. Ballantines Whisky
1928
10. Mochila
1605
11. Margaret Mee Print
1342
12. Sagatiba Cachaça Kit
1576
13. Dinner For Two - Nam Thai
Restaurant
1315
14. Fabrimar Star Hand Shower 1047
15. Feijoada For Two – Caesar Park 1464
16. Jack Beam Bourbon Whisky 1316
17. Crystal Bowl
1399
18. Dinner/Two Pérgula Restaurant
Copacabana Palace
1493
19. Johnny Walker Red Label Whisky
1423
20. Stainless Steel Ice Bucket
1869
21. Lunch For Two - Atrium Restaurant
1623
22. Beauty Treatment Instituto Cecilia
Alves
1712
23. Johnny Walker Red Label
1558
Special thanks go to our sponsors:
ATRIUM RESTAURANT, BODMAN–
MORRIS, CAESAR PARK, COCA COLA,
COPACABANA PALACE, FABRIMAR,
H.M. CONSUL GENERAL, JAMER BOOKS
& THINGS, MANFRED HUFNAGEL,
OLIVE ARANTES, RESTAURANTE
NAM THAI, SAGATIBA, INSTITUTO
DE BELEZA CECILIA ALVES. We hope
that we can count on your support again
next year.

The WDA ladies are now taking a welldeserved rest but will be back on the job
on Tuesday 1st March. Meanwhile, from
all of us at the WDA we trust you
enjoyed the Christmas festivities and we
wish you A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR!

NEWS FROM THE SCHOOLS
THE BRITISH SCHOOL
Last year, Mr Paul Wiseman announced his intention to retire from his post
as Director at the end of 2011,
following what will be 22 years of
service at the school. During the year,
the Board led an extensive global
search for Paul’s successor, ably assisted
by the established and well respected
UK firm of Odgers Berndston. Four
candidates were invited to the school in
December. The candidates (and their
partners) visited all three sites over an
intensive four day period and were
interviewed by students, parents,
teachers and senior managers on each
site. Every member of our school
involved in the interviews was invited to
submit a written evaluation on each
candidate. The candidates had meetings
with Paul Wiseman and members of
the Senior Management Team, were
interviewed by the Search Committee
and, finally, were required to make a
presentation to the school’s Board of
Governors. The process was as thorough
as it could have been to find the best
possible successor to Paul.
I am delighted to inform you that the
selected candidate, from a strong field,
was Mr John Nixon MBE. John is
currently Head of Sha Tin College,
part of the English Schools Foundation
of Hong Kong and a co-educational
school of 1200 pupils aged 11-18. Prior to
this, John was Chief Executive Officer of
Taipei European School, Taiwan where
he served for nine years. In Taipei,
John successfully amalgamated the
previously separate British, French and
German sections and grew the school
from 400 to 1150 pupils. He coordinated significant fundraising (over €2
million), oversaw the development of a
whole new Primary School campus (costing
€17 million) and the construction and
fitting-out of the High School.
John’s achievements in Taiwan led to
his award, in 2006, of the MBE in the

Queen’s New Year Honours list for
“services to education in Taiwan”. In
2008 he was further awarded the
Chevalier dans l’Order National du
Mérite by President Sarkozy of France.
In 2009 he was awarded the Order of
the Brilliant Star with Grand Cordon
by President Ma Ying Jeou, Republic of
China, Taiwan and also made Honorary Citizen of Taipei by the Mayor of
Taipei City.
Before Taiwan, John was Head of
Geography, Vice Principal and Acting
Principal at Doha College, Qatar. He
spent his first decade in education at
Hermitage Comprehensive School,
Chester-le-Street in County Durham.
John has a BSc in General Science, a
PGCE (Geography) from the University
of Newcastle and a Masters in Education
Studies from Loughborough University.
Just as Paul Wiseman has played an
important part in developing and
leading the Latin American Heads
Conference (a continental-wide network
of Heads of schools), John was ViceChair and Chair of FOBISSEA
(Federation of British International

Schools in South East and East Asia)
for four years while in Taipei.
John has had a distinguished career in
mountaineering, having led expeditions
in the Himalayas, Andes and Africa. He
is married to Luiza, a Brazilian from
São Paulo.
I hope that this summary of Mr John
Nixon as the Board’s and the School’s
selected successor to Mr Paul Wiseman
as Director of The British School will
give the community great confidence
that our school will continue to be in
very safe hands. I know that Paul is in
total agreement with this appointment
of John as his successor and he has
already started to collaborate with John
to ensure the smoothest possible
transition throughout 2011.
Finally, I would like to thank my
colleagues on the Search Committee –
Messrs Ingmar Scott, Richard Taylor
and Nick Walker – for their wisdom
and unflagging support and all those
members of the school community
(pupils, parents, staff and Board
members) who helped the Search

Committee come to such a successful
appointment.
(Adam Reid, Chairman of the Board of
Governors)

OUR LADY OF MERCY
OLM is beginning the second semester
of the 2010-2011 academic year with a
new play area constructed. The
inauguration is scheduled for the end
of February -- beginning of March.
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The Senior Thesis defenses will begin
in May and the OLM community is
invited to attend the defenses. OLM
will also have the Math Counts
competition in Brasilia as well as Math
Leagues where OLM students will be
competing in math with students in
American schools in Brazil and others
throughout the world.
Fifteen OLM students will be
participating in the Model United
Nations (MUN) in New York City in
March. The OLM students will have
the usual sports meets in São Paulo and
the cultural trip to London during
spring break, for students and their
families. OLM is looking forward to an
exciting second semester full of
challenges and excellent student work
and successes.
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BANANAS R U
Bananas contain three natural sugars -- sucrose, fructose and
glucose combined with fibre. A banana gives an instant, sustained and substantial boost of energy. Research has proven
that just two bananas provide enough energy for a strenuous
90-minute workout. No wonder the banana is the number
one fruit with the world's leading athletes. But energy isn't
the only way a banana can help us keep fit. It can also help
overcome or prevent a substantial number of illnesses and
conditions, making it a must to add to our daily diet:

Health

Depression: According to a recent survey undertaken by
MIND amongst people suffering from depression, many felt
much better after eating a banana. This is because bananas
contain tryptophan, a type of protein that the body converts
into serotonin, known to make you relax, improve your
mood and generally make you feel happier.
PMS: Forget the pills -- eat a banana. The vitamin B6 it contains regulates blood glucose levels, which can affect your
mood.
Anaemia: High in iron, bananas can stimulate the production
of hemoglobin in the blood and so helps in cases of anemia.

Nerves: Bananas are high in B vitamins that help calm the
nervous system.
Overweight and at work? Studies at the Institute of
Psychology in Austria found pressure at work leads to gorging on comfort food like chocolate and chips. Looking at
5,000 hospital patients, researchers found the most obese
were more likely to be in high-pressure jobs. The report concluded that, to avoid panic-induced food cravings, we need
to control our blood sugar levels by snacking on high carbohydrate foods like bananas every two hours to keep levels
steady.
Ulcers: The banana is used as the dietary food against intestinal disorders because of its soft texture and smoothness. It
is the only raw fruit that can be eaten without distress in
chronic cases. It also neutralizes over-acidity and reduces irritation by coating the lining of the stomach.
Temperature control: Many other cultures see bananas as a
'cooling' fruit that can lower both the physical and emotional temperature of expectant mothers. In Thailand , for example, pregnant women eat bananas to ensure their baby is
born with a cool temperature.

High blood pressure and stroke: This unique tropical fruit is
extremely high in potassium yet low in salt, making it perfect Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD): Bananas can help SAD
to beat high blood pressure. According to research in the New sufferers because they contain the natural mood enhancer
England Journal of Medicine, eating bananas as part of a regular tryptophan.
diet can cut the risk of death by strokes by
Tobacco withdrawal: Bananas can also
as much as 40%! Consequently, the U.S.
help people trying to give up smoking.
Students at a
Food and Drug Administration has just
The B6 and B12 they contain, as well as
Twickenham
allowed the banana industry to make offithe potassium and magnesium found in
cial claims for the fruit's ability to reduce
them,
help the body recover from the
school were helped
the risk of high blood pressure and stroke.
effects of nicotine withdrawal.

through their exams
Brain power: 200 students at a
Potassium is a vital mineral,
by eating bananas at Stress:
Twickenham (Middlesex) school were
which helps normalize the heartbeat,
helped through their exams this year by
sends oxygen to the brain and regulates
breakfast, break
eating bananas at breakfast, break and
your body's water balance. When we are
and lunch
lunch in a bid to boost their brain power.
stressed, our metabolic rate rises, thereResearch has shown that the potassiumby reducing our potassium levels. These
packed fruit can assist learning by making pupils more alert. can be rebalanced with the help of a high-potassium
banana snack.
Constipation: High in fibre -- including bananas in the diet
can help restore normal bowel action, helping to overcome Warts: Those keen on natural alternatives swear that if you
the problem without resorting to laxatives.
want to kill off a wart, take a piece of banana skin and place
it on the wart, with the yellow side out. Carefully hold the
Hangovers: One of the quickest ways of curing a hangover is skin in place with a plaster or surgical tape!
to make a banana milkshake, sweetened with honey. The
banana calms the stomach and, with the help of the honey, So, a banana really is a natural remedy for many ills. When
builds up depleted blood sugar levels, while the milk soothes you compare it to an apple, it has four times the protein,
and re-hydrates your system.
twice the carbohydrate, three times the phosphorus, five
times the vitamin A and iron, and twice the other vitamins
Heartburn: Bananas have a natural antacid effect in the and minerals. It is also rich in potassium and is one of the
body, so if you suffer from heartburn, try eating a banana for best value foods around. So maybe it’s time to change that
soothing relief.
well-known phrase to say, “A banana a day keeps the doctor
away!”
Morning Sickness: Snacking on bananas between meals helps
to keep blood sugar levels up and avoid morning sickness.
PS: Bananas must be the reason monkeys are so happy all the
time! Also: want a quick shine on our shoes?? Take the
Mosquito bites: Before reaching for the insect bite cream, try INSIDE of the banana skin, and rub directly on the shoe...
rubbing the affected area with the inside of a banana skin. polish with dry cloth. Amazing fruit!
Many people find it amazingly successful at reducing swelling
[Contributed by Peter Doyle]
and irritation.
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HUMAN VS ANIMAL RIGHTS
New report
The
Commonwealth
SecretaryGeneral Kamalesh Sharma says
"declarations about values and human
rights are hollow if they are not backed
by deeds", in a new publication
launched by the Commonwealth
Secretariat on 8 December, 2010.

The publication, which was edited by
Dr Purna Sen, Head of Human Rights
at the Commonwealth Secretariat, is a
survey of the state of human rights in
the 54 member countries of the
association. The report outlines the

Dr Sen added that new issues in
human rights continue to be brought
to the forefront of international
thought. "Climate change and its
impact on human rights, especially for
those in developing countries, is a new
area that has been given attention in
recent years," said Dr Sen. "Disability
rights have also received more thought
and increased commitment from
states since the U.N. Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
came into force in 2008. Efforts to
protect human rights will always need
revision and renewed thought -- but
the underlying principles of nondiscrimination and equality remain
relevant and need to be promoted."
She noted that positive steps have
been taken over the past two years to
promote opportunities for persons
with disabilities to enjoy the same
rights as others. She pointed out that
Cyprus has established a dedicated

department, to ensure persons with
disabilities do not face social
exclusion. Uganda announced a new
programme, which will provide grants
to increase the income of persons with
disabilities, while Guyana has
launched a national strategy for
persons with disabilities. In New
Zealand, a review was conducted on
the effectiveness of its Sign Language
Act.
(Source: Commonwealth press release,
8 Dec 2010 <http://allafrica.com/stories/
201012091112.html>)
[On Monday 10th April 2010 the
Governor General signed the New Zealand
Sign Language Bill at Government House
in Wellington, the final step in New
Zealand Sign Language for the deaf
becoming an official language of New
Zealand. The New Zealand Sign
Language Bill became the New Zealand
Sign Language Act. – Ed.]

Commonwealth

In the foreword to the book, Human
Rights in the Commonwealth - A Status
Report 2010, the Secretary-General
said: "The Commonwealth's clear
commitment to human rights cannot
be taken to mean that all its members
have achieved them and are observing
them to the letter. But it does mean a
determined commitment to pursue
the goal. All members are journeying
on the same path, and the information
we present here is testimony to the
continued work being done across the
Commonwealth to advance in
upholding and protecting human
rights."

human rights instruments ratified or
acceded to, together with information
on the main human rights institution
in the country. It also highlights key
initiatives being taken across the
Commonwealth to protect the human
rights of persons with disabilities.

Australia
approval, the new farms can't be
developed. Project director Peter Stubbs
says if the approval isn't in by the end of
March 2011, it'll put a halt to the Au$220
million construction project.

Northern quoll

Concern remains in the community of
Kununurra, in Western Australia, over
the fact the Federal Government is yet to
give environmental approval to phase 2
of the Ord Irrigation Expansion. The
expansion project promises to deliver an
extra 8,000 hectares to the existing
scheme -- but without environmental

Mr Stubbs says the assessment process
has been more "complex" than people
expected. He says the new farm area is
being assessed on a variety of issues
including whether development will
negatively impact on Gouldian finch
numbers, as well as other threatened
species such as the northern quoll. "I
think it should be noted that while we
are developing 8,000 hectares of
farmland, there will be 10,500 hectares
of environmental buffers to be managed
around this area, as well as over 110,000
hectares of new conservation reserves,"
he said. "So the trade-off between

Gouldian finch

development and conservation in this
part of the world is very healthy and
appropriate."
(Source: ABCnet Australia, 10
December 2010
http://www.abc.net.au/rural/news/content/
201012/s3090140.htm)

Advertise in The Umbrella!
Contact the BCS Office: tel 21 2537-6695 bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br
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SCHOOLGIRL TRAIL-RIDERS
IRENE PEREZ & LAURA SANDOVAL MACHADO*

Adventures

The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award (DofE) is
really a great experience; you learn through it and it is something that you can really enjoy at the same time. The DofE is
a great way to do things outdoors and learn the skills to get
through staying there -- things like navigating, pitching tents,
cooking, all of this while still taking care of the surrounding
environment. Experiencing this is a way to get into the outdoor spirit. You also get to meet other people, or just get to
know them better, learn things about them you didn’t know;
you work together as a team, which is a useful ability to have
in life.
Irene and Laura riding off to adventure

In October a group of us from the British School of Rio de
Janeiro went to Cachoeiras de Macacu to complete our Duke
of Edinburgh Bronze award. We got the choice to do this
either by riding, hiking or cycling. A large part of the group
chose horse riding. This expedition was for 3 days. We
arrived at Desempenho Riding School on Friday afternoon,
where we made sure we had our equipment well organised,
looked at maps and talked to local people to get directions
about the forest trail. Then early Saturday morning we had
to be up so we could have breakfast and get our horses ready.
The idea of this expedition was that as a group we used our
navigation and group work skills to get safely to where we
needed to. The teachers teased us as we were 11 girls navigating the route -- we proved them wrong, however, and
found our way just fine! We got to our campsite before dark,
safely and without getting lost.
This whole trail took about 8 hours, and when we got to the
campsite most of us were quite tired, but an important thing
about doing the expedition by horse is that you are not just
taking care of yourself -- before your own comfort comes the
horse’s! That is why, when we got to the campsite, we had to
unsaddle the horses and then we had to wash them in the
river. We loved this part, we got to swim with the horses and
play around in a natural pool and it was really a unique experience. We had to keep track of time because once the horses had been cared for, we still had to set up the campsite and
cook our dinners, and we knew it wouldn’t be good if we left
it until dark. We got the tents up in time, but as we were
going to begin our dinner, we faced a small obstacle -- it
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began to rain. The best thing to do in that situation was to
stay positive, keep everything organised and just have fun.
After dinner, as a whole group we all got to know each other
better (signing and joking), but we went to sleep relatively
early because we had to conserve our energy for the next day.
The trail back was just as fun and although it was shorter, we
had to be just as aware of where we were going. In the end
we found that each individual played an important role within the group, there were some keeping us motivated, others
keeping us on the right track, and others keeping the
group’s spirits up. When we finally got back to Desempenho
Riding School we had just enough time to get everything
packed, cleaned and get feedback on the expeditions before
we left for Rio again.
Overall this was a unique experience, getting to spend a
weekend with friends and also making new ones. A weekend
outdoors can really clear your mind and what we learned
through it will be useful in the future.
*15-year old students at the British School of Rio de Janeiro
[For information about Horse, Bike & Hiking outdoor activities in Cachoeiras de Macacú contact Mara Rink at <escola@desempenho.esp.br> or <www.desempenho.esp.br>
For information about the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
at the British School contact Ros Scholes at
<rscholes@britishschool.g12.br>.]
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FLAVOURS OF BRITAIN
ADRIAN BEVAN
The celebrated playwright and author W. Somerset
Maugham once said, “To eat well in England you need to eat
breakfast three times a day”.

Good Living

Well, things have moved on a lot since then, with Britain now
being able to provide some of the best food experiences you
can expect to enjoy anywhere. While English, Scottish,
Welsh, Yorkshire and other breakfasts remain a highlight of
many a visit, Britain has a broad mix of food and drink experiences on offer, the common denominator at the best places
being the use of the best local and seasonal produce.

Eating Out
Every year the Michelin Starred Restaurant Awards, along
with Hardens, Zagat, The AA, The Good Food Guide and
many regional and local food initiatives, provide an up-todate indicator on where British food is going. The rise of the
British gastropub in the early 1990s continues to have an
impact today. Gastropubs concentrate on providing restaurant quality food, in a pub environment -- from the original
Eagle in Clerkenwell, London to classic eateries such as The
Applecross Inn in Scotland and The Foxhunter in Wales. The
movement has transformed the quality of British pub food
around the country.
If you’re travelling around the country there are huge
opportunities to enjoy good quality food in hotel restaurants
from the likes of Welsh Rarebits, The Trencherman’s Guide
(South West England) and Chef Michael Caines’ Abode
Hotels group.
Restaurant and pub chains have done much to raise the popularity of informal dining out. Some of the hot places right now
are Cass Titcombe’s Canteen (British classics); Leon (healthy
fast food); Busaba Eathai and Wagamama; Ask; Gourmet Burger
Kitchen; and pub chain J.D.Wetherspoons.
For the latest restaurant offers and reviews go to food websites
Squaremeal and Toptable and blogs such as the London Foodie.

Regional Food
Travelling around Britain is a great way of finding out about
the country’s vast array of distinctive local speciality and artisan
food and can add so much to the enjoyment of a regional visit.
Now it’s possible to follow local, regional and national food
trails to learn more about Britain’s food and drink. Discover
the Welsh cheese trail or find out about new award-winning
English wines in the South East and South West England.
Take a trip to Bungay in Suffolk and visit St Peter’s microbrewery. In Herefordshire, known as the Capital of Cider,
explore the beautiful countryside and visit famous distilleries
including Weston and Co. -- by car or on a cider cycle trail.
In The Cotswolds join The Cotswold Chef, Rob Rees, on a
gourmet food tour sampling local cheeses, wines and seasonal
products. In the North of England try a two-night Welcome
to Yorkshire package exploring the delights of the county’s
much heralded Michelin starred food. Britain’s artisan food
and drink producers criss-cross the country creating an exciting
food map, from Craster Kippers in Northumbria to Kentish
strawberries and Cumbrian salt-marsh lamb.
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Food Traditions
Although Britain has been influenced by food cultures from
around the world it has many of its own great food traditions,
which have been brought right up-to-date in recent years by
making use of the rich abundance of seasonal, sustainable
and organic ingredients, and through the work of chefs like
Heston Blumenthal and Jamie Oliver. Those who enjoy the
British pudding will be in for a special treat on a weekend
break at the Three Ways House Hotel, in the Cotswolds. This is
home to the world famous Pudding Club -- join one of their
evenings and decide which ‘pud’ is your favourite.
Afternoon tea is said to date back to the early 1800s when the
Duchess of Devonshire came up with the idea of having a
drink of tea and some food to fight off the hunger pangs.
Thus was born a great tradition that remains hugely popular
today. For some of the best afternoon tea experiences check
out The Tea Guild run by the UK Tea Council. If you’re looking for a contemporary experience try Pret-a-Portea
Afternoon Tea at The Berkeley Hotel, London – where the
cakes, biscuits etc are shaped like fashion items.
2010 marks the 150th anniversary of the marriage of fish and
chips. Today, fish and chips can be enjoyed in a variety of
ways to reflect regional flavours at over 9,500 locations
around the country, and in recent years fish and chip shops
have started to offer different varieties of sustainable fish
including mackerel, scallops and North Sea Haddock. Some
of the best places to eat fish are at Anstruther’s Fish Bar and
Restaurant in Fife (Scotland), The Magpie Cafe in Whitby,
Yorkshire and Rick Stein’s Fish and Chip Shop in Padstow,
Cornwall (don’t miss their homemade tartare sauce!)

Food Festivals and Events
Food events continue to play a very important role in
Britain’s sustainable food story. Food and drink festivals have
grown in reputation over the past decade, attracting hundreds of thousands of visitors every year. Visit festivals at
Ludlow and Abergavenny, and special events including
English Wine Week. VisitScotland recently launched A Year of
Food and Drink designed to showcase the best of Scottish cuisine and promote Scotland as a land of food and drink.
Pop along to one of the 500 plus British farmers’ markets, to
sample local delicacies as well as mix with the local community.
For the ultimate in food markets make your way to Borough
Market in London. Mingle with the crowds of enthusiastic
shoppers and celebrate the visit by having lunch at one of the
market’s restaurants including Roast, Brindisa and the Wright
Brothers Oyster and Porter House. If you’re staying in London
try some of Britain’s 700 named British cheeses with a cheese
tasting course at Neal’s Yard Dairy, or indulge yourself in a
chocolate class at Chantal Coady’s Rococo.

GOOD LISTENING

MARTIN HESTER

WWW.GOODLISTENING.COM.BR

Clara Schumann: pianist and
woman extraordinary – Part I
Robert Schumann: Concert for Piano and
Orchestra, Op. 54
Stephen Bishop, piano
BBC Symphony Orchestra.
Conductor: Sir Colin Davis
At a time when Brazil has elected its first
woman Head of State, it is perhaps appropriate to reflect on the ascent of the woman
as professional – and in the realm of music,
the outstanding figure from the 19th century was Clara Schumann (née Wieck).
Recognized early on as an outstanding concert pianist, she was also a composer in her
own right – but little recognized for it; she
married a very gifted composer at 21, and
was a widow with seven children at 37.
Nevertheless, she managed the manifold
problems of career, household, children and
grandchildren, was a devoted teacher, a
lifelong friend to Brahms, and the main promoter and editor of Robert Schumann’s
works – over an influential career which
spanned some 60 years.

several hours – a practice she kept until
the end of her life), while schooling with
special tutors was squeezed into the
remaining hours.
The Wieck’s became the favourite gatheringplace for musicians and visitors in Leipzig,
and by the time she was 9 she was taking
a full part in the musical gatherings.

The battle for Clara
Robert Schumann was born in 1810 in
Zwickau, some 40 miles south of Leipzig, a
latecomer into a well-to-do family of booksellers, writers and publishers. His father died
when he was 16, and his mother decided to
prepare him for the law, studying in Leipzig
– but there he spent all his time with music,
listening, studying and playing the piano.
Handsome, charming, gifted, finally at 20 he
appealed to his mother to let him devote

Upbringing: becoming an artist
Clara Josephine Wieck was born in Leipzig
in 1819. Her father Friedrich Wieck had
started a new career there in 1815 (the year
of Waterloo!) as a piano teacher, and as
owner of a piano store and music shop. He
chose the time and place well, for Leipzig
was a metropolis with a strong commercial
tradition, but one in which musicians had
a favoured status. In 1816, Wieck married
his 19-year-old student, Marianne Tromlitz,
who was a fine pianist and excellent soprano. Clara was the second of five children,
but shortly after the birth of the last in
1824, Marianne separated from Wieck, and
from age 5 Clara was brought up in her
father’s house, where he used all his skills
and contacts to train her to be a great
artist. Curiously, Clara did not speak, even
single words, until she was over 4 years
old, though she had no difficulty in memorizing and playing music. Her training at
first did not include reading music, but
concentrated on playing by ear, learning
chords and progressions, composing and
improvising. She developed her posture at
the keyboard (with all the arm and wrist
relaxed, strength coming from the back
muscles), and her father emphasized musical phrasing, and producing a singing tone
(he even required his students to take
singing lessons). By the time she was
seven she was at the piano three hours a
day – one hour for a lesson, and two for
practice. Then there was the daily walk (of

himself to music; his mother in turn
appealed to Friedrich Wieck, who said that
if Robert could discipline himself and follow his teaching, in 3 years he could turn
him into one of the greatest pianists alive.
So in 1830 (when he was 20 and Clara 11)
he came to live in the Wieck household
where, after studying during the day, at
night he would lead Clara and her younger
brothers in fun and games, bringing sunshine to the disciplined household.
When Clara was 12, her father took her on her
first tour, travelling by stage coach, initially
in Germany but ending up in Paris. She received glowing reviews everywhere she went
– “under her fingers the piano takes on
colour and life” – and her diary (in which
her father also wrote) provides details of
all this. They stayed away for nine months!
But then the paths ran parallel – Clara
continued her preparation for a concert
career with her father; Schumann lived in
rooms with friends and founded a musical
journal. But shortly after Clara’s 16th birthday, Robert and Clara admitted their pas-

sion for one another, had their first kiss,
and met whenever they could.
Although they hoped that Wieck would
bless their relationship, they were taken
aback when he erupted in fury – and in
1836 began the long battle for Clara.
Wieck forbade Clara to see Robert, took
her away on concert tours – and for nearly a year and a half they did not see each
other or communicate in any way. On
those tours she achieved extraordinary
success, while Robert threw himself into
composing (and an active social life).
Some of Schumann’s most impassioned
piano works date from this period.
A stay in Vienna in the winter of 1837-38
was a triumph for Clara – her playing created a sensation, box offices were
stormed for tickets to her concerts, restaurants served “torte à la Wieck” and the
money rolled in. Clara received the highest honour possible from the Empress.
Finally in late 1838 Schumann and Clara abandoned hope of getting Wieck’s permission to
marry, and started a lawsuit – they both had
to appear in person in Leipzig – but Clara
found that her father’s house was no longer
open to her – she was locked out, together
with all her possessions, including her clothing, music, piano, and even her childhood
diary. Now began a difficult year; Clara went
to live with her mother in Berlin, while Robert
and Wieck battled in the courts. As their
separation continued into 1840, Robert’s
longing was expressed in some wonderful
songs (nearly 150 all told). But in August
1840 the Leipzig court ruled entirely in their
favour and they married in September.

Married life and music
Finally Robert and Clara began a happily
married life, in which there was not only
physical attraction and mutual emotional
dependence: their musical and creative needs
complemented each other. Clara kept a
marriage diary, Robert kept the accounts, and
their first child Marie was born in 1841.
Robert’s fame as a composer grew, and
encouraged by Clara, he began to enlarge
the scope of his composing, from piano
and chamber pieces to large orchestral
works. The first movement of his Piano
Concerto in A minor was written at that
time, but was not premiered by Clara in
concert until 1845, after he had added
another two movements. Nevertheless, we
can regard it as a reflection of the happiness and progress of the Schumanns at
that time, after such difficulties – and we
can imagine we are hearing her play it!
But that is only the end of the beginning
as far as Clara’s life is concerned...
Good Listening!
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Sudoku

THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION XWORDS
Across: 1. Tenant farm worker (5-7); 9. Definitely not a win situation 10. Comprise (10); 11. Brazilian truncheon (6); 12. Undress (8); 13. Mistresses
of Ceremonies? (9); 17. Obnoxious child (4); 18. Sluice arrangement (4); 19. To elicit DNA could provide a match (9); 24. Hatch that responds to a
drop rota (4-4); 25. Walk with a duck-like gait (6); 27. Fit for harmonious relationship (10); 28. Raindrop-to-puddle sound (4); 29. Lose cohesion (12)
Down: 2. Does not always result in speed (5); 3. Bone deformity (7); 4. Bruise (7); 5. To do with seeing (6); 6. French medley (3-6); 7. Provides
one-way, non-slip movement when cranking up. (Clanks video game partner) (7); 8. Ingredients for US ketchup (6); 14. Car exhausts (4-5); 15.
Pedestrian device for progress over snow (3); 16. Pope resides and presides in a Holy one (3); 18. Military command ruler (7); 20. Long lasting
(7); 21. Starts on Jan. 1st. (3,4); 22. In blossom (6); 23. State after melting (6); 26. Bus terminal (5)

COURTROOM JOKES
These are from a book called Disorder in the American Courts
and are things people actually said in court, word for word, taken
down and published by court reporters that had the torment of
staying calm while the exchanges were taking place.
ATTORNEY: What was the first thing your husband said to you
that morning?
WITNESS: He said, 'Where am I, Cathy?'
ATTORNEY: And why did that upset you?
WITNESS: My name is Susan!
.................................
ATTORNEY: What gear were you in at the moment of the impact?
WITNESS: Gucci sweats and Reeboks.
.................................
ATTORNEY: Are you sexually active?
WITNESS: No, I just lie there.
.................................
ATTORNEY: This myasthenia gravis, does it affect your memory
at all?
WITNESS: Yes.
ATTORNEY: And in what ways does it affect your memory?
WITNESS: I forget..
ATTORNEY: You forget? Can you give us an example
of something you forgot?
.................................
ATTORNEY: Now doctor, isn't it true that when a person dies in
his sleep, he doesn't know about it until the next morning?
WITNESS: Did you actually pass the bar exam?
.................................
ATTORNEY: The youngest son, the 20-year-old, how old is he?
WITNESS: He's 20, much like your IQ
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.................................
ATTORNEY: Were you present when your picture was taken?
WITNESS: Are you shi**ing me?
.................................
ATTORNEY: So the date of conception of the baby was 8th
August?
WITNESS: Yes.
ATTORNEY: And what were you doing at that time?
WITNESS: Getting laid
.................................
ATTORNEY: She had three children, right?
WITNESS: Yes.
ATTORNEY: How many were boys?
WITNESS: None.
ATTORNEY: Were there any girls?
WITNESS: Your Honor, I think I need a different attorney.
.................................
ATTORNEY: How was your first marriage terminated?
WITNESS: By death.
ATTORNEY: And by whose death was it terminated?
WITNESS: Take a guess.
.................................
ATTORNEY: Can you describe the individual?
WITNESS: He was about medium height and had a beard.
ATTORNEY: Was this a male or a female?
WITNESS: Unless the Circus was in town I'm going with male.
.................................
ATTORNEY: Is your appearance here this morning pursuant to a
deposition notice which I sent to your attorney?
WITNESS: No, this is how I dress when I go to work.
[Submitted by John Walker]

UNLEASHING THE THUNDER GOD

BRAZIL-UK COLLABORATION IN WEATHER FORECASTING

JEFF TOLLEFSON

Working with their counterparts at the
Hadley Centre in Exeter, UK, Brazilian
modellers will use Tupã to apply their
expertise on the release of black
carbon and other aerosols from
Amazonian fires to the global climatemodelling arena. "We want to bring
knowledge of the Amazon into our
model, and that will then be an
original contribution," says Paulo
Nobre, a senior modeller with the
National Institute for Space Research
(INPE).
Brazilian science minister Sergio
Rezende proposed the initiative three
years ago, as a strategic investment
intended to nurture a relatively small
climate-modelling team and help
bolster Brazilian climate science on
the international stage. Tupã builds on
several decades of effort to develop a
weather- and climate-modelling
capacity; in time, the supercomputer
could help to earn Brazil a place in the
small club of nations that contributes
global climate-modelling expertise to
the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC). China has
paved the way among developing
countries, but Brazil would be the first
country in the Southern Hemisphere - apart from Australia -- to develop such
a capacity.
But the overriding goal is to develop
domestic modelling expertise that will
help Brazilian scientists answer
questions about national climate
impacts and adaptations, says
Henrique de Brito Cruz, scientific
director of the São Paulo Research
Foundation, which partnered with the
federal Ministry of Science to fund the

US$30-million project. "What we want
is for them to be able to develop and
perfect their own models so that they
can focus on questions and regions
that are especially relevant for Brazil,"
says Brito Cruz. "To study regional
issues, you need a global model."
Rather than starting from scratch, the
Brazilian approach has been to
piggyback on the Hadley Centre's
Global
Environmental
Model
(HadGEM2_ES) while adding new
features that reflect the complex
interactions between the rainforest
and the atmosphere above it. The
resulting model could be the first to
incorporate a detailed treatment of
aerosol emissions from fire, enabling
UK and Brazilian scientists to probe
how the climate system responds to
hot plumes carrying black carbon and
other chemical compounds produced
by fires in the Amazon and around the
world.

This supercomputer
will make weather
forecasts more reliable,
more days in advance,
with better quality
"It is a tremendously exciting step
forward," says Richard Betts, who
heads climate-impact modelling at the
Hadley Centre. The IPCC's fifth
assessment includes a systematic
analysis of various land-use scenarios
that will allow scientists to explore the
interactions between vegetation and
climate, says Betts, and fire plays an
important role.
Tupã will come online too late to
participate fully in all the modelling
scheduled for the IPCC's fifth
assessment. Instead, says Nobre, the
team will work with the Hadley Centre
on century-scale climate simulations,

while conducting regional modelling
exercises that explore global warming's potential impacts throughout
Brazil in more depth. Although hosted
at the INPE, Tupã will serve as a
national supercomputer. The INPE is
setting up a committee to analyse
research proposals and allocate
computer time; researchers will use
the machine to assess a broad array of
weather and climate issues.

Science

Named Tupã, after a native South
American god of thunder, a Cray XT6
supercomputer is gradually coming to
life at Brazil's Centre for Weather
Forecasting and Climate Studies in
Cachoeira Paulista, northeast of São
Paulo. By late last month, when the
machine was expected to be fully
operational, it had a peak processing
speed of more than 244 teraflops
[trillion floating point operations per
second!], ranking it among the top 25
most powerful computers in the world.
So great is Tupã's thirst for electricity
that it will only run at 20% capacity
until a new power source comes online
in February 2011.

Of particular interest is the potential
impact of climate change on the
Amazon region. The Hadley Centre's
simulations have found that a warming
of surface waters in the northern
equatorial Atlantic Ocean could shift
precipitation northwards, resulting in
a significant dieback of the rainforest
later this century. That is consistent
with a major Amazon drought in 2005
and a second one that is under way at
present. Brazilian climate modellers
have also begun collaborating with
colleagues in South Africa and India
and plan to host a new Earth system
modelling workshop for scientists
from all three countries next summer.
The National Institute for Space
Research (INPE) comments:
“This supercomputer besides creating
global climate models, expands the
INPE’s processing capacity 50 times
and will make weather forecasts more
reliable, more days in advance, with
better quality, increasing the detail
level to 5 km in South America and 20
km for the entire globe. It also might
be possible to forecast extreme events
with good reliability, such as heavy
rains, droughts, frosts, heat waves,
among others. Both weather and air
quality forecasts will also improve,
generating predictions of higher
resolution of 15 km, close to six days in
advance.”
[From Nature News]
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LETTERS

Rules of Cricket

Please send your letters to jackwoodall13@gmail.com

“Godless Universe”?
I believe that readers will clearly discern that I was not trying
"... to show that you don’t believe in God..." My comment was
a simple expression of hope that you would not be influenced
by the theorising of Stephen Hawking to which you had given
prominence in the October edition (“It is not necessary to
invoke God”... etc.) and clearly you will not. Nobody will
contest that "...numerous wars waged in the name of God are
afflicting us ..." but isn’t it a little ingenuous to think that
convincing everyone including Christians, Arabs, Jews, Sunnis
and Shias that "there is no God" would bring an end to
(sectarian) violence. Those killing in God`s name -- of whatever
faith -- are cynically betraying all scriptural teachings, as all
command that "...you must not kill...". Better, surely, to
convince everyone that there is a God and that he commanded
us not to kill. Sadly though -- due to the "fallen nature of Man"
(Genesis 3.15) and our ongoing "disobedience " -- universal
peace and brotherhood in God will only come when His
Kingdom comes; something that you and I, as Christians, plead
for whenever we recite the Lord’s Prayer.
-Bryan Stanford
[I was simply pointing out that without God there would be no Jihads
-- or Crusades. – Ed.]

Since the Ashes are being played again I thought it would be useful
to make sure readers of The Umbrella have not forgotten the basics
-- particularly our cricket-challenged cousins across the pond.
You have two sides, one out in the field and one in. Each man that's
in goes out, and when he's out he comes in and the next man goes
in until he is out. When they are all out, the side that's been out
comes in and the side that's been in goes out and tries to get those
coming in, out. Sometimes you get men still in and not out.
When a man goes out to go in, the men who are out try to get
him out, and when he is out, he goes in and the next man in
goes out and goes in. There are two men called umpires who
are out all the time, and they decide when the men who are in
are out. When both sides have been in and all the men have
been out, and both sides have been out twice after all the men
have been in, including those who are not out, that is the end
of the game.
All crystal clear, I believe.
- Les Hayes

Overheard during an interval of a BCS finance
meeting, while discussing the merits of internet
wi-fi connectors to plug in to one's laptop while
away from home or office.....

ADVERTISE IN THE UMBRELLA!
CONTACT THE BCS OFFICE:
21 2537-6695 BCSRIO@BCSRIO.ORG.BR
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Martin (for it was he!) – "Mary (our distinguished chair), do you have a dongle?
Mary – "No, I don't, but Jack has one."
... chuckles ...
Robert (thinking fast) – "Oh, really. Does it work
properly?"
Mary – "Er, I'm not going to answer that!"
.. laughter all round ...

[Yes, it works and it's an Orange one! (… from
the UK, not from Oi.) – Ed.]

OPEN: An Autobiography
Andre Agassi - Nonfiction - 400pp

THE SHALLOWS; What the
Internet is doing to our
Brains
Nicolas Carr - Nonfiction - 276pp
Carr – author of The Big Switch (2007)
and the much-discussed Atlantic
Monthly story “Is Google Making Us
Stupid?”– is an astute critic of the
information technology revolution.
Here he looks to neurological science to
gauge the organic impact of computers,
citing fascinating experiments that
contrast the neural pathways built by
reading books versus those forged by
surfing the hypnotic Internet, where
portals lead us on from one text,
image, or video to another while we're

being bomb-arded by messages, alerts
and feeds. This glimmering realm of
interruption and distraction impedes
the sort of comprehension and
retention “deep reading” engenders,
Carr explains. And not only are we
reconfiguring our brains, we are also
forging a “new intellectual ethic,” an
arresting observation Carr expands on
while discussing Google's gargan-tuan
book digitization project. What are the
consequences of new habits of mind
that abandon sustained immersion and
concentration for darting about,
snagging bits of information? What is
gained and what is lost? Carr's fresh,
lucid, and engaging assessment of our
infatuation with the Web is provocative
and revelatory.
Carr wrote fascinating article “Is the
Internet making us quick or shallow”,
on June 7, 2010, you can read it at: <http://
www.cnn.com/2010/TECH/web/06/07/c
arr.internet.overload/index.html?hpt=C2>

FURIOUS LOVE: Elizabeth
Taylor, Richard Burton, and
the Marriage of the Century
Sam Kashner & Nancy Schoenberger
- Nonfiction - 512pp
Life outdoes movie melodrama in this
raucous, intimate, dual biography of
Hollywood's ultimate It Couple. As told
by journalist Kashner (Sinatraland) and
biographer Schoenberger (Dangerous
Muse: The Life of Caroline Blackwood),
the romance between the glittering
Tinseltown diva and the sonorous, selfloathing Shakespearean reprises their
co-starring movie roles: it has the
passion of Cleopatra (the Vatican condemned their on-set adultery as erotic
vagrancy), the riotous merriment of
The Taming of the Shrew, the poisonous
marital fights of Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? and a cast of thousands of
paparazzi and shrieking fans. The wellresearched narrative – the authors
make good use of Burton's engaging
love letters and diary entries – offers

juicy details of his epic alcoholism and
her towering tantrums, and is
fascinated with the jewelry pieces, like
the Taj Mahal diamond that Taylor
famously extracted from Burton as
tribute or penance. But from the
binges and bling emerges a revealing
portrait of the magnetic qualities – her
vulgar warmth, his soulful virility – that
glued the couple together. Here is that
rare love story that holds one's interest
beyond the wedding – and a reminder,
after the thin gruel of Brangelina, of
what a feast celebrity can be.

Books

Agassi has always had a tortured look in
his eyes on the tennis court. In 1992,
when he burst onto the world sports
stage by winning the Grand Slam at
Wimbledon, he looked like a deer in
headlights. Nobody seemed more
surprised and upset by his big win that
day than he did. For good reason, too.
Agassi hated tennis. This is the biggest
revelation in his very revealing autobiography. Agassi has hated tennis
from early childhood, finding it
extremely lonely out on the court. But
he didn't have a choice about playing
the game because his father drove him
to become a champion, like it or not.
Mike Agassi, a former Golden Gloves
fighter who never made it professionally, decided that his son would
become a champion tennis player. In
militaristic fashion, Mike pushed sevenyear-old Andre to practice relentlessly
until the young boy was exhausted and
in pain. He also arranged for Andre,
age 13, to attend a tennis camp where
he was expected to pull weeds and
clean toilets. The culmination of all of
this parental pushing came when
Andre began winning as an adult. But
it didn't make him happy. Within this
framework, Agassi's other disclosures
make sense. He had a troubled
marriage to Brooke Shields that didn't
last. He developed a drug problem that
sabotaged his career. He was insecure
about everything. Only when Andre
met tennis star Steffi Graf (whom he
eventually married) did things begin to
change. Readers will definitely cheer
when Andre finally makes peace with
the game he once hated and learns to
enjoy it. Rave reviews in The Washington
Post and NYT Review of Books.

MEDIUM RAW: A Bloody
Valentine to the World of
Food and the People Who
Cook
Anthony Bourdain - Nonfiction 304pp
In the ten years since his classic
Kitchen Confidential first alerted us to
the idiosyncrasies and lurking perils
of eating out, from Monday fish to the
breadbasket conspiracy, much has
changed for the subculture of chefs
and cooks, for the restaurant business
– and for Anthony Bourdain. Medium
Raw explores these changes, moving
back and forth from the author's bad
old days to the present. Tracking his
own strange and unexpected voyage
from journeyman cook to globetraveling professional eater and
drinker, and even to fatherhood,
Bourdain takes no prisoners as he
dissects what he's seen, pausing along
the way for a series of confessions,
rants,
investigations,
and
interrogations of some of the most
controversial figures in food.
Beginning with a secret and highly
illegal after-hours gathering of
powerful chefs that he compares to a
mafia summit, Bourdain pulls back
the curtain – but never pulls his
punches – on the modern
gastronomical revolution, as only he
can.
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Classified ads
ACCOMMODATION
HOLIDAy FLAT IN HONFLEUR, FRANCE WONDERFULLY LOCATED FLAT AVAILABLE
FOR SHORT RENTS. VISIT WWW.HOLIDAYLETTINGS.CO.UK/RENTALS/HONFLEUR92035 OR CALL ALISON STEEL AT (11) 5548-4924

SERVICES

HIGHLy ExpERIENCED HAIRDRESSER - FOR MEN AND WOMEN. EXTENSIVE
EXPERIENCE IN SALONS IN LONDON’S KENSINGTON AND CHELSEA, I OFFER A
QUALITY SERVICE IN YOUR OWN HOME OR AT MY SALON IN IPANEMA. AVEDA
AND L’OREAL–TRAINED. FLUENT IN ENGLISH. PLEASE TELEPHONE CARLOS: 021
8021-5375

FEBRUARY
01 InC New Members Gathering 10am
03 InC Tour of Casa de Rui Barbosa 11am
12 SAS Burns Night
17 InC Cafezinho, 10am
25 InC General Meeting Clube Paissandu 10:30am
MARCH
08 Holiday: Carnaval
14 Commonwealth Day
17 Holiday: Cinzas (until 12 noon)

DEADLINE for our FEBRUARY 2011

Calendar

pSyCHOTHERApy [ADOLESCENTS & ADULTS] - VIVIANE RICHARDSON. EXPERIENCE WITH EXPATRIATED AND CROSS-CULTURAL ISSUES. LIVED MANY
YEARS OVERSEAS: CANADA, SINGAPORE, UK AND USA. BRAZILIAN-BRITISH
PSYCHOLOGIST (LICENSE:CRP-05.33022), SPECIALIST IN ANALYTICAL AND
SHORT-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY. MASTER OF ARTS, ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY,
UK. MASTER OF LINGUISTICS -BILINGUALISM, PUC-RIO. APPOINTMENT BY
PHONE (21) 9966.9494 OR E-MAIL: VIVIANERICHARDSON@GMAIL.COM

JANUARY
01 Holiday: New Year's Day
06 American Soc. Ladies Night out 8pm
11 InC New Members Gathering 10am
13 InC Cafezinho 10am
18 American Soc. Museu Histórico Nacional visit
20 Rio Holiday: San Sebastian Day
20 InC Cafezinho 10am
26 InCTour of Lenny Swimwear Factory, 11am
28 InC General Meeting Clube Paissandu 10:30am

APRIL
21 Holiday: Tiradentes
22 Holiday: Good Friday (Paixão)
24 Holiday: Easter Day
25 Easter Monday (UK holiday)
29 Royal Wedding (UK holiday)

edition is MONDAY, JANUARY 24
Please send your ads, letters, articles.
URGENT: Is there anyone out there with a few hours to
spare weekly and willing to try and bring in more
advertisements to guarantee The Umbrella's financial selfsufficiency? Please contact the BCS office for more details.
<bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br> Tel: 2537-6695.

MAY
01 Holiday: Labour Day
02 Early May Bank Holiday UK
30 Spring Bank Holiday UK

A caring community,
striving for excellence,
where every individual matters.
Since 1924
Units in Zona Sul and Barra
From Pre-Nursery to University Entry
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+ 55 21 2539-2717
www.britishschool.g12.br

